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Neutron Diffraction Study of Anharmonic Thermal Vibration in AuGa2 
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Anharmonic effects are observed in a room-temperature neutron diffraction study of the intermetallic 
fluorite compound AuGa2. The analysis is performed on the basis of a single anharmonic vibrational 
parameter in addition to the harmonic vibrational parameters. It yields the values ~tAu = 3"08 (0"11)X 
10-12 erg A-2, Ctoa = 2"91 (0"08) x 10-22 erg A,- 2 for the harmonic parameters and flGa = - -  2" 3 (1" 2) X 10-22 
erg A, -3 for the cubic anharmonic parameter. The Debye temperature is determined to be O M= 169(3) K 
at 294 K. Neglect of the thermal diffuse scattering correction is found to introduce an error of ~ 10 % in 
the Debye-Waller factors obtained. Least-squares analyses using the Zachariasen and the Becker & 
Coppens extinction corrections are found to give equivalent results. 

Introduction 

Recent diffraction studies of compounds with the 
fluorite structure have revealed significant anharmonic 
contributions to the thermal vibration. Ionic fluorites 
in which these effects have been observed include 
UOz (Willis, 1963), BaF2 (Cooper, Rouse & Willis, 
1968), CaF2 (Cooper & Rouse, 1971; Strock & 
Batterman, 1972; Harvey & Prager, 1975) and SrFE 
(Cooper & Rouse, 1971; Mair & Barnea, 1971). 
Similar effects have also been observed in MgzSi 
(Cooper & Panke, 1970) and MgzSn (Skelton, Lin & 
Rothberg, 1974), both of which have the anti-fluorite 
structure. The object of the present paper is to report 
a neutron diffraction determination of the temperature 
parameters of another fluorite structure, the interme- 
tallic compound AuGa2, in which similar anharmonic 
effects were observed. 

Theory 

A satisfactory account of diffraction effects due to 
anharmonicity in fluorite-type structures was first 
given by Dawson, Hurley & Maslen (1967) in terms of 
the generalized structure-factor formalism of Dawson 
(1967). Since Willis (1969) has recently presented a 
comprehensive review which treats these effects, we 
omit a detailed discussion of the theory here. Suffice it 
to say that the vibration of an atom j is assumed to be 
governed by an effective one-particle potential Vj(u) 
which conforms to the site symmetry of the atom. To 
third-order terms in a power-series expansion, the 
potential function takes the form 

Vj(u): Voj--]-½~j(u~-q-u~-q-u~)-ll-~j(uju2u3) ( 1 )  

where the harmonic parameter c 9 is related to the 
mean-square displacement u~ and the usual Debye- 
Waller exponent Bj by 

ctj = k T/u~ = 8rcZk T/ Bj. 

fl is the cubic anharmonicity parameter, which is zero 
for the Au atoms (point symmetry m3m) and non-zero 

for the tetrahedrally coordinated Ga atoms (point 
symmetry 43m). 

The structure-factor expressions obtained within 
this approximation are: 

F(hkl) =4bAuTc, Au-t-8boaTc, oa for h + k  +l=4n  
4bAuTc. Au--8boaT¢.oa for h + k + l = 4 n + 2  
4bkuTc. AuT8boaTa, oa for h + k + l = 4 n +  1 

where 

Tc,l=ex p [ - 8g2kT  sin 2 0 / ) ? ] = e x p [ - - B j s i n  z 0/2 z] 
~ j  

o 3 
To 

' ~ a /  0C~a " 

Experimental details 

The sample was a large (0.3 cm) 3 single crystal of 
AuGa2, kindly supplied by Dr C. M. Perrott of the 
Division of Tribophysics, C.S.I.R.O. It had been 
prepared from 99.999% pure material by induction 
heating within a double-walled quartz vessel and 
subsequent slow cooling in an electric furnace. The 
lattice constant obtained from a least-squares analysis 
of all the reflexions we measured was a = 6-0754 (20) A 
at T=294 K, in good agreement with the value a =  
6.0758 (10) A at T=296 K obtained by Warren, 
Shaw, Menth, Di Salvo, Storm & Wernick (1973). 

Integrated intensities of 137 reflexions, comprising 
34 inedpendent reflexions, were measured in the 
o9--20 mode using a four-circle diffractometer. The 

x° and stationary background scan range was O9o _+ ? 
30 The neutron measurements were made at O9o+~. 

wavelength was 0.981 A and the measurement tem- 
perature 294 K. 

Data analysis and results 

Absorption was considerable, with p (AuGal )= l '01  
cm -1, /zR~0.5. Therefore the measured intensities 
were corrected for absorption by use of the program 
DR A CUL A  (Elcombe, Cox, Pryor & Moore, 1971) 
which incorporates a five-point Gaussian integration 
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scheme for the numerical evaluation of absorption 
factors and mean path lengths in a crystal of arbitrary 
shape. 

Intensities were corrected for the first-order acoustic 
mode contribution to thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) 
with the program of Rouse & Cooper (1968). While 
this program was originally developed for X-rays, it 
can be applied with equal validity in the present case 
since the neutrons are faster than sound both for 
longitudinal and transverse acoustic modes (Willis, 
1969). The program requires the use of a constant tc 
(Nilsson, 1957) which is a function of the elastic 
moduli. Schwartz (1964) has pointed out that Nilsson's 
(1957) general expression for tc includes implicit 
assumptions about the elastic moduli. His more general 
expression (which includes an artificial singularity 
- Walker & Chipman, 1969) was evaluated numerically 
by taking the Cauchy principal value of the singular 
integral. The value of K so obtained for AuGaz was 
10.0x 10 -~° N -~ m -2 with an anisotropy factor 
2C44/(Cl1- C12 ) =2"22, compared to/£'approx (Nilsson)= 
9-82 × 10 -1° N -~ m -2. These values fit very nicely on 
the graph of X/tCapp~o~ versus anisotropy factor given 
by Walker & Chipman (1969). The simplified ex- 
pression for ~c given by these authors was also evaluated 
and found to be correct. The elastic moduli of AuGa2 
required for these calculations have been obtained by 
Testardi (1970); at 294 K the values are Cu= 
10.07× 1021, Cx2=7"37× 1022, C44=3"00× 10 n (dyn 
cm-  2). 

Preliminary Wilson plots [F2(hkl) versus sin 2 0/22] 
indicated substantial extinction in the stronger re- 
flexions - those with h + k + l= 4n or 4n + 1. The plot 
for reflexions with h + k + l = 4 n + 2  was reasonably 
linear (indicating low extinction) and provided an 
initial estimate of the harmonic temperature param- 
eters" /~=0.95 A_ 2. 

Least-squares analyses of the data were performed 
with two different programs. The first of these is a 
version of the standard crystallographic program 
ORFLS (Busing, Martin & Levy, 1963) which was 
modified by Fehlmann (1968) to include Zachariasen's 
(1967) extinction correction and re-modified by Mair 
(1971) to include the third-order anharmonic param- 
eter fl for anions in the fluorite structure. The second 
and more flexible program is a non-linear least-squares 
regression program using numerical differentiation. 
The structure-factor expressions may be written down 
explicitly in this program. It is therefore quite straight- 
forward to include as many anharmonic terms as 
required for the analysis of any relatively simple 
structure, and to investigate variants of the extinction 
correction (Harvey & Prager, 1975). We used the 
recent extinction formalism of Becker & Coppens 
(1974a, b) and assumed a Lorentzian distribution of 
crystallites in the mosaic crystal. 

The following parameters were allowed to vary in 
the least-squares refinements: scale factor s; the ratio 
bAu/bca of the scattering amplitudes of gold and 

gallium; the harmonic vibrational parameters c~A, 
and C~Ca; the anharmonic vibrational parameter flGa; 
and the effective domain radius r* for the Zachariasen 
extinction correction, or the domain radius r and the 
mosaic distribution parameter g for the Becker & 
Coppens extinction correction. All reflexions (averaged 
over equivalents) were given unit weight in the refine- 
ments. The agreement index used is R=~lAfmeasl/ 
EIFmeasl. 

The final values of parameters are shown in Table 1. 
Results of a refinement on the data before the TDS 
correction was applied is also included (column 2). 
Table 2 lists the structure factors, extinction factor 
yV2 and TDS correction t corresponding to the refine- 
ment in column 4 of Table 1. Fo represents the ob- 
served structure factors (reduced to unit scale) after 
correction for extinction and TDS, i.e. 

Fo=robs/[s. y,/2. (1 + 02/']. 
The following final values were obtained for the 
extinction parameters: r* = 8-5 x 10- 7 cm (Zachariasen) 
and r = 5  x 10 -5 cm, g =  l x 104 (Becker & Coppens). 
The value we obtained for the ratio of scattering 
lengths bnu/bGa = 1"032 (10) is significantly lower than 
the ratio (1.056) calculated from the literature values 
bAu=0"76x 10 -12 cm, bca=0.72x 10 -22 cm (Neutron 
Diffraction Commission, 1972). 

Table 1. Results of  refinements 
Becker & 

Zachariasen Zachariasen Coppens 
extinction extinction extinction 

before TDS after TDS after TDS 
correction correction correction 

bAu/bca 1-033 (0"009) 1"033 (0.009) 1.032 (0"010) 
~Au(10 -12 erg .A. -z) 3"33 (0"10) 2"98 (0"08) 3"08 (0"11) 
BA.(A 2) 0"96 (0"03) 1"08 (0"03) 1"04 (0"04) 
0CG.(10 -12 erg A -2) 3"10 (0-06) 2"83 (0"05) 2"91 (0-08) 
B~a(A 2) 1"03 (0"02) 1"13 (0"02) 1"10 (0"03) 
-p~.(10 -lz erg A -3) 2.5 (1.3) 1.9 (1.0) 2.3 (1.2) 
R 0.0107 0.0110 0.0106 

Discussion 

The harmonic vibrational parameters 0~Au and ~G, in 
AuGaz at room temperature are found to be equal 
within experimental error. The weighted mean value is 
e=2.97 (0.09)x 10 -12 erg/~-2;  this corresponds to a 
weighted mean value of B=  1.08 (0.03) A z for the 
Debye-Waller factor and [ua]I/z=0.117 (0"003) A for 
the r.m.s, harmonic displacement. 

From the relationship (see Skelton, Lin & Rothberg, 
1974): 

l(mAuBAu -Jr- 2mGabGa) = 6n2 [---~(0/T-) ~_[ 
t 

kO- t O/T + 14 ] 

(where mAu,maa are the atomic masses and qo(O/T) is 
the Debye function) we obtain an X-ray Debye 
temperature OM= 169 (3) K. This is considerably lower 
than the values OC= 192 (5) K and 200 (1) K obtained 
by Rayne (1963) from low-temperature heat capacity 
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Table 2. Structure factors, extinction corrections and 
TDS  correction factors 

h k l IFol cr(Fo) lFcl yVZ t 
2 2 0 8"250 0"005 8"233 0"7419 0"005 
4 0 0 7-785 0"009 7-763 0"7968 0"013 
4 2 2 7"363 0"012 7"321 0-8297 0"022 
4 4 0 6"900 0"012 6"904 0"8524 0"032 
6 2 0 6"391 0"008 6"510 0"8733 0"042 
4 4 4 6"237 0"020 6"141 0"8856 0"053 
6 4 2 5"841 0"008 5"791 0"8984 0"063 
8 0 0 5-364 0"010 5-458 0"9113 0"073 
6 6 0 5.080 0"010 5"151 0"9184 0"083 
8 2 2 5"167 0"010 5"148 0"9219 0"083 

1 1 1 2"796 0"009 2-910 0"9338 0"001 
3 1 1 2"764 0"006 2-755 0"9564 0"008 
3 3 1 2"598 0"007 2"594 0"9676 0"017 
3 3 3 2"543 0"012 2"481 0"9732 0"026 
5 1 1 2"433 0"007 2'455 0"9734 0"026 
5 3 1 2"325 0"005 2"336 0"9773 0"036 
5 3 3 2"239 0"008 2"166 0"9814 0"046 
5 5 1 2"085 0"008 2"061 0"9837 0"057 
7 1 1 2"101 0"007 2"083 0-9840 0"057 
5 5 3 2"042 0"008 2"011 0"9847 0"067 
7 3 1 1"982 0"006 1"951 0"9861 0"067 
7 3 3 1"875 0"008 1"894 0"9871 0"077 
5 5 5 1"685 0"014 1"686 0"9893 0"087 
7 5 1 1"776 0"006 1"775 0"9884 0"087 

2 0 0 2"708 0"004 2"698 0"9420 0"002 
2 2 2 2"511 0"004 2"531 0"9601 0"009 
4 2 0 2"365 0"005 2"373 0"9722 0"018 
4 4 2 2.121 0"007 2"089 0"9820 0"037 
6 0 0 2"036 0"009 2"087 0"9819 0"037 
6 2 2 1"982 0"008 1"958 0"9849 0"047 
6 4 0 1"822 0"005 1"837 0"9871 0"058 
6 4 4 1"646 0"008 1"618 0"9902 0"078 
8 2 0 1"635 0"006 1"614 0"9906 0"078 
6 6 2 1"547 0"008 1"517 0"9913 0"088 

measurements and Testardi (1970) from elastic moduli 
at 4.2 K. A direct comparison between these results is 
inappropriate. Unfortunately the heat capacity data 
extend over too small a range to enable us to determine 
the minus-second moment of the frequency distribu- 
tion; we are therefore unable to compare our result 
with the associated Debye temperature O ~  (Barron, 
Leadbetter, Morrison & Salter, 1966). 

Neglect of the TDS correction leads to an over- 
estimation of the harmonic vibrational parameters 
(i.e. an underestimation of the Debye-Waller factors) 
by approximately 10%, as can be seen from Table 1. 

The value of the third-order anharmonic vibrational 
parameter is ]~Ga = - 2 . 3  (1.2) x 10 -12 erg A -a. A purely 
harmonic model ( t i c , - 0 )  refined to an R value of 
0.0116 without significant change in the values of the 
other parameters. By applying Hamilton's  (1964) 
statistical test to the ratio of the R values we find that 
the hypothesis that f l = 0  can be rejected at the 5% 
level. In addition we note that the inequalities pre- 
dicted on an anharmonic model, for pairs of reflexions 
which would have equal structure factors in the 
absence of the cubic term, are correct in all four cases: 
thus F(333)>F(511), F(551)<F(711), F(553)>F(731) 
and F(555) < F(751). 

Our results for the thermal parameters of AuGa2 

may be compared with those obtained by Hollenberg 
& Batterman (1974) in a recent X-ray diffraction 
study. These authors measured the temperature 
dependence of the integrated intensities of 17 Bragg 
re flexions from 300 to 625 K. They were able to 
account for the temperature dependence by introducing 
an isotropic quartic term O(u~+u~+u~) z into the 
potential function, equation (1). This term they 
combined with the harmonic thermal parameter c~ to 
give an effective parameter ~'. However the contribu- 
tion to ~' of the quartic term is quite small (<  1%) at 
room temperature, and a direct comparison of our 
thermal parameters with theirs is in order. 

The results of Hollenberg & Batterman (1974) at 
298 K are 

C~gu = 3"72 (7) x 10 -12  erg/~-2,  BAu=0.88 (2) A 2 
C~£a=3"77 (10) x 10-12erg/~ -2, BG,=0.867 (20) A 2 

--fl£a = 1"58 (21) x 10 -12 erg A -a. 

We are thus in perfect agreement over the identity 
(within experimental error) of the vibrational am- 
plitudes of Au and Ga atoms in AuGa2. While the 
uncertainty in our value of fiG, is relatively large, the 
agreement with the result of Hollenberg & Batterman 
is also quite satisfactory. Hollenberg & Batterman 
achieved a high accuracy in the determination of tiCa 
by using a method which involves the ratio of inten- 
sities of harmonically equal, odd-index reflexions 
(Mair & Barnea, 1971). This method leads to the 
cancellation of errors due to any uncertainty in the 
TDS correction. 

The TDS correction is important, however, in the 
accurate determination of the Debye-Waller  factors 
- both in our study and that of Hollenberg & Batter- 
man. There is a difference of ~ 2 0 %  between the two 
experiments for the value of the mean Debye-Waller 
factor: this discrepancy is well outside the range of the 
combined uncertainties for the two experiments. We 
have shown explicitly that neglect of the relatively 
small TDS correction in our experiment leads to an 
underestimation of the Debye-Waller factors by 10 % 
(Table 1). Even had we omitted the TDS correction 
entirely we would still obtain Debye-Waller factors 
10 % higher than those of Hollenberg & Batterman. 

As Hollenberg & Batterman (1974) point out, the 
equality of the mean-square vibrational amplitudes for 
the two atomic species in a crystal with the fluorite- 
type structure is peculiar to AuGa2. For  a number of 
fluorites XY2 and antifluorites YXz the ratio By/Bx of 
the Debye-Waller factors (and hence of the mean- 
square vibrational amplitudes) is approximately 1.5. 
This is the case for CaF2, SrF2, BaF2, MgzSn and 
Mg2Si. In the case of UO2 the ratio is approximately 
2: 1, a result which follows from the assumption that 
the single-particle potentials of U and O include 
nearest-neighbour interactions only (Rouse, Willis & 
Pryor, 1968). 

Hollenberg & Batterman (1974) also draw attention 
to the magnitude of the ratio ]flvl/~v, stating that it is 
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half as large in AuGa2 as in CaF2, BaF2, SrF2 and 
Mg2Si. This is not strictly accurate as the value 
obtained by Cooper & Panke (1970) for Mg2Si, viz. 
[flM~I/c~M~=0"56 A -1, is comparable with the value for 
AuGa2:[flCal/~G,=0"42 (4) A -1 according to Hollen- 
berg & Batterman (1974) or 0-8 (4) A -~ according to 
our results. A similar value obtains for Mg2Sn 
(Skelton, Lin & Rothberg, 1974) with I/~M~I/~M~= 
0.41 A -1. It is clear, however, that the ratio I/~vl/.Y is 
in general considerably larger for the ionic fluorites 
than for the intermetallic fluorites, the range of values 
for the former extending from 1.0 A -~ for BaF2 
(Cooper, Rouse & Willis, 1968) to 1.3 A -~ for CaF2 
(Cooper & Rouse, 1971; Harvey & Prager, 1975) and 
UO2 (Rouse, Willis & Pryor, 1968). 

Mair (1974) has pointed out that the ratio I/~1/. 
provides a measure of the strength of the bond be- 
tween nearest neighbours for a tetrahedrally coor- 
dinated atom in the diamond or fluorite structure, since 
it is this bond which must be stretched to allow cubic 
anharmonic thermal vibration. Mair (1974) notes that 
the values of_llfl[/e for the diamond-type structures Si 
and Ge (0.3 A and 0.4 A -  1 respectively) are well below 
the corresponding ratios for the anions in the closely 
related (ionic) fluorites, and concludes that this in- 
dicates a much greater stability of the tetrahedral 
covalent bond in the diamond structure than of the 
largely ionic tetrahedral bond in the ionic fluorites. 

The same arguments and conclusions apply to a 
comparison between the intermetallic fluorites and the 
ionic fluorites: the tetrahedral bond in the former class is 
more stable than in the latter. It is interesting in this 
regard to note that according to Wernick, Menth, 
Geballe, Hull & Maita (1969) the Au-Ga  distance in 
AuGa2 is ~0.2 A less than the sum of the coordina- 
tion-12 radii of the atoms, suggesting considerable 
covalent character of the bonds. 

Finally, Table 1 demonstrates the equivalence of the 
Zachariasen (1967) and Becker & Coppens (1974a, b) 
extinction corrections in the present experiment. This 
equivalence is in contrast to the results obtained by 
Harvey & Prager (1975) in a neutron diffraction study 
of CaFz, where it was found that the Becker & 
Coppens formalism was to be preferred. The distribu- 
tion parameter g obtained for both the AuGa2 crystal 
and the CaF2 crystal is of the same order of magnitude 
("~ 104). However the domain radius r of the CaF2 
crystal is much larger than that of the AuGa2 crystal: 
,-~ 1 x 10 -a cm compared to 5 x 10 -5 cm. We find that 
in AuGa2 the extinction effects are relatively small 
(minimum value of y=0.55) and primary extinction 
is completely negligible, whereas in CaF2 the effects 
are severe (minimum value of y = 0.18) and, although 
secondary extinction predominates, primary extinction 
is no longer negligible. 
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